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Continuing to observe the plane's GPS signal, Callie noticed the course changing. "Uh-oh, I'd
better send out another signal on the M.E.F. The plane's altered course just slightly." She typed
the information into the computer and sent out another message on the emergency frequency:

Attention, all ships in the vicinity of China Airways Flight 7002. The plane has shifted course.
Please steer on a course of seven-three-eight magnetic.

She sat back in the chair and waited to see if any ships besides the cruise ship Ocean Voyager
would still respond to the emergency situation.

******15 minutes later******

"Thank you very much, WNS Aumakua," she said. "We appreciate your assistance."

"Glad to help, International Rescue."

Pressing the button to contact the island, she said, "Base from Thunderbird Five. Come in,
please."

******Tracy Island******

Jeff received the call in the lounge. "Go ahead, Ursa."

When her picture appeared, she said, "Sir, the plane changed course, but four ships are still
responding to the situation. The Ocean Voyager cruise ship has a sick bay and can treat the
injured. In addition, the World Navy is sending in the WNS Aumakua, the World Aquanaut
Security Patrol will send in its Sand Devil hydrofoil, and a fishing vessel called the Lady
Marmalade are all on the way to the new coordinates."

"That's excellent news. Those four ships will certainly help make things easier for us to get the
pandas to Santiago. Getting the people and the pandas off the plane are the top priority at this
time. Keep me up-to-date with constant reports."

"F-A-B, sir." Callie's image was replaced with John's photo.

Jeff rubbed his chin. The media knows about the two pandas. Let's just hope we don't get a nosy
reporter in the middle of the rescue. I shouldn't worry about the team, though. They have a better
understanding since Mr. Jordan's critical error in judgment. I guess we'll be putting the
"international" into International Rescue with all the help we'll get.
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